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ABSTRACT
Evaluation metrics for search typically assume items are homoge-
neous. However, in the context of web search, this assumption does
not hold. Modern search engine result pages (SERPs) are composed
of a variety of item types (e.g., news, web, entity, etc.), and their
influence on browsing behavior is largely unknown.
In this paper, we perform a large-scale empirical analysis of pop-
ular web search queries and investigate how different item types
influence how people interact on SERPs. We then infer a user brows-
ing model given people’s interactions with SERP items – creating a
data-driven metric based on item type. We show that the proposed
metric leads to more accurate estimates of: (1) total gain, (2) total
time spent, and (3) stopping depth – without requiring extensive
parameter tuning or a priori relevance information. These results
suggest that item heterogeneity should be accounted for when de-
veloping metrics for SERPs. While many open questions remain
concerning the applicability and generalizability of data-driven
metrics, they do serve as a formal mechanism to link observed
user behaviors directly to how performance is measured. From this
approach, we can draw new insights regarding the relationship be-
tween behavior and performance – and design data-driven metrics
based on real user behavior rather than using metrics reliant on
some hypothesized model of user browsing behavior.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Retrieval effectiveness; • Human-
centered computing→ User models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Evaluation has been a long standing problem in information re-
trieval (IR) [40, 43]. As such, offline or test collection metrics [40]
have played a pivotal role in shaping the comparison and ranking
of queries and systems. While initially, metrics were mainly system-
focused (e.g., F1-measure, average precision (AP), etc.), newer met-
rics have become more user-focused. Such metrics can be described
by their user browsing model [11], and such models are entirely
defined by the probability of a user continuing to read items in the
result list [35]. For example, in rank biased precision (RBP) [37] the
patience parameter determines the likelihood of the user continuing
to the next item, whereas for precision metrics, users are assumed
to continue up until some fixed rank k . Rather than impose a static
or fixed user browsing model, newer metrics have become adap-
tive – where the browsing behavior varies depending on factors
such as the length or height of items [32, 39, 41], the relevance of
items [26, 33, 36], and/or the rate of gain [6]. These metrics have
largely been designed under the implicit assumption that the items
are the same type.
However, modern search engine result pages (SERPs) are het-
erogeneous in nature, presenting an array of different item types
(e.g., ads, news, web, etc.) [4, 5] presenting a significant challenge
when trying to measure the whole page [8]. These item types not
only require different amounts of effort to process, but also are pro-
vided to address the varying and differing needs and intents of web
users [9, 13, 22]. For example, news items may be relevant for some
cases [13], while other items like advertisements are often skipped
by certain users, but consumed by others [17]. These differences in
behavior are not reflected in most user browsing models. Therefore,
current metrics may be less accurate and less able to deal with SERP
heterogeneity.
In this work, we explore how item types influence browsing
behaviour (compared to other factors such as query type, relevance,
and position).We then directly infer user browsingmodels given the
items, and their type, on the SERP creating a new data-drivenmetric
(DDM) –where the probability of continuing depends on the type of
item and its position on the SERP.We then perform a comprehensive
analysis comparing our new approach against five commonly-used
metrics [12, 23, 29, 38], four recently proposed adaptive metrics [6,
33, 41, 48], and two other data-driven approaches [26, 47].
2 BACKGROUND
Metric development has been central to evaluation in IR. Accu-
rate measurements of the performance of queries and systems are
needed to decide which queries to improve and which algorithms
and systems to employ [40]. As our understanding of measurement
has advanced, it has been shown that most metrics used to evaluate
ranked lists of search results are fundamentally related [11, 24, 34]
and are underpinned by different user browsingmodels [11].Within
the C/W/L framework, Moffat et al. [35] demonstrate that these
user browsing models can be described entirely by the conditional
probability of a user continuing to the (i + 1)th item, given they are
already at the ith item in the result list. This framework provides
a formal basis for metrics and measurement [6, 35, 44]. We use it
here both to measure result lists with current metrics and to build
a new metric that also conditions on the item type.
Figure 1 represents the C/W/L user browsing model, where
once a query is issued, it is assumed that the user will inspect item
i , accumulate some gain (at a cost) and then either continue to
the next item with probability C(i + 1|i), or stop with probability
1−C(i+1|i).C(i+1|i) is the conditional probability of continuing to
examine (i+1) given i is examined (we shall useCi as shorthand). So,
for example, Precision at rank k (P@k) is defined by the probability
of continuing Ci = 1, when i < k , otherwise Ci = 0; whereas RBP
with persistence θ is given by Ci = θ .
Under the C/W/L framework, the vector of continuation proba-
bilities (C), which we shall call the continuation or C function, can
be converted to a weight vectorW. This can be interpreted as the
expected proportion of attention given to the item at rank i . C can
be converted toW as follows:
Wi =
∏i−1
j=1Cj∑
k
∏k−1
j=1 Cj
(1)
Given weight vectorW, the Expected Utility (EU) of a result list is:
EU =
∑
i=1...∞
Wi ri (2)
where r is the relevance (gain) vector for each rank i . The EU
essentially quantifies the rate of gain per item. The Expected Depth
(ED) i.e., number of items that a user examines, is given by [33]:
ED =
1
W1
(3)
Taken together, the Expected Total Utility (ETU) is the rate of gain
multiplied by the expected number of items examined (e.g., ETU =
EU × ED). Further, the Expected Total Cost (ETC) can be computed
in a similar manner to ETU, but using the expected cost (EC), by
using a cost vector k, where each ki represents the cost of each
item i , instead of a gain vector r [6].
Query Examine item iAccumulate gain ri Continue? Stop
1-Ci
Ci
Increment i
Figure 1: The user browsing model encoded in metrics is
based on the conditional probability of continuing Ci .
While each metric encapsulates different models of browsing
behavior, a key assumption is that a more realistic user browsing
model will result in a more accurate estimate of performance. Un-
der the C/W/L framework, we can determine which metric best
approximates users’ performance and behavior, in terms of: (i) how
much gain users acquire from the SERP, (ii) how long users spend
on the SERP, and (iii) how many items they examine on the SERP.
The latter values (time and depth) are observable, while the former
needs to be inferred from relevance labels. This means it is possible
to directly compare the expected behavior given a metric against
the behavior actually observed.
FromStatic toAdaptiveC Functions. Evaluationmeasures have
evolved from precision and recall-based to utility and cost-based
– with more focus towards how the user interacts with the SERP
based on the gains and costs (termed “adaptive” in Moffat et al. [34]).
To date, the most commonly used metrics include P@k , Reciprocal
Rank (RR), and AP [12, 28, 38]. Moving beyond precision based
metrics, (normalized) discounted cumulative gain ((n)DCG) [23, 29]
was proposed to discount the weight assigned to documents further
down the ranking. However, Moffat and Zobel [37] argued that
the log-based discount function of DCG was not grounded, and
did not best characterize how people actually examine a ranked
list. Instead, they proposed RBP, which assumes that the probabil-
ity of continuing is a constant (θ ). Rather than discount by rank,
Smucker and Clarke [41] proposed Time Biased Gain (TBG), which
discounts the weighting proportional to the amount of time spent
reading each item. Sakai and Dou [39] proposed a similar metric
which discounts based directly on the length of each item (in the
context of news search), while Luo et al. [32] proposed a related
metric, height biased gain (HBG) which discounts based on the
height of each item (in the context of mobile search). These metrics
all essentially assume that users are less likely to continue when
items are longer, larger, or take longer to process. More recently,
Jiang and Allan [24] propose a similar metric which considers the
cost approximated by time, by calculating the ratio of gain to cost.
Rather than consider the cost, the goal-sensitive INST mea-
sure [33] assumes that the user has some idea of the number of
documents that theywant (T ). As they examine documents, and find
relevant documents, then the probability of continuing decreases.
Conversely, the Bejeweled player model (BPM) [48] considers both
how much gain the user wants (T ) and how much they are will-
ing to spend (K). If the user reaches T , or spends K , then the user
stops (i.e., Ci = 0, otherwise Ci = 1). Under the dynamic version,
if the user encounters relevant items, BPM assumes that they will
increase their estimates of T and K , and vice versa for non-relevant
items. In the IFT metric [6], it assumes that users would like T , but
at a rate of gain of at least A. Rather than a discrete C function
(like in BPM), Ci decreases as they approach T , and increases as A
increases.
FromModel based to Data-Driven C Functions. Many metrics
encapsulate hypothetical user browsing models primarily based
on intuitions of how users interact with ranked lists (e.g., model
based). More recently, there have been efforts to ground the brows-
ing model in empirical data. For example, INST was formulated
based on the observation that the conditional probability of con-
tinuing increased with rank. Yilmaz et al. [47] proposed Expected
Browsing Utility (EBU), which directly estimated the proportion
of users at each rank (i.e., theW function). They showed that this
led to a better fit of the observed click-through distributions when
compared to other parameterized metrics (e.g., RBP, DCG, etc.),
but did not evaluate how well it predicted performance. Jiang and
Allan [26] proposed a method to estimate the patience/persistence
parameter of existing metrics by inferring the patience at each i
based on the relevance of items, and observed user behaviour (i.e.,
whether or not people continued given the relevance of an item) to
empirically set the patience parameters. Their adaptive relevance
(AR) method led to better estimates of performance suggesting that
parameter estimation should be informed by relevance data. More
recently, Moffat and Wicaksono [36] observed that non-relevance
also impacts behavior, and proposed a metric where the user is
more likely to continue if the item is plausibly non-relevant rather
than egregiously.
Our work continues on this line of developing adaptive and data-
driven metrics. However, the key difference is that rather than using
relevance information – which may not be available – our approach
focuses on estimating continuation probabilities empirically given
people’s interactions with different item types (e.g., ads, news, etc.).
3 DATA-DRIVEN METRICS
Given the C/W/L Framework, we propose that the C function can
be estimated directly from observed data – rather than relying on
hypothesized models of user behaviour. The probability of a user
continuing to item i + 1 given they have examined item i is number
of people who went to i + 1 and beyond, divided by the number of
people who went to i and beyond. Thus, the Maximum Likelihood
Estimate of the conditional probability of continuing (from i to i+1)
can be formally defined as:
C(i + 1|i,x) =
∑j=∞
j=i+1 n(u, j,x)∑j′=∞
j′=i n(u, j ′,x)
(4)
where n(u, j,x) is the number of users who stop at position j given
x i.e., the number of users who click on the jth result and did not
return to the SERP given x . This general form of the user’s contin-
uation behavior means that, depending on the data available, an
array of data-driven metrics (DDM) can be developed. For example,
Ci(Position) conditioned only on i gives Expected Browsing Util-
ity (EBU) [47]; and Ci(Relevance) conditioned on the relevance
of the item at i , where x is the relevance label (highly relevant,
relevant, etc.), is the empirical version of the Adaptive Relevance
(AR) method [26]. Given the Ci values, a page specific C function
can be constructed using the item information (x), which is then
used within the C/W/L framework to predict EU, ETU, etc.
An Item-Type C Function. Prior metrics have typically assumed
that the items presented are all of the same type. However, SERPs
are heterogeneous in nature, composed of many different item
types (e.g., web, ads, video, entity card, etc.). As we have noted,
some metrics have tried to encode the differences between items
implicitly or indirectly (for example, by assigning different costs);
however, they have not explicitly conditioned on the item’s type,
which intuitively is likely to influence user browsing behavior. For
example, users may be more likely to skip over ads, videos, and
news, while they may be less likely to skip over web results, entity
cards, and images. Therefore, in this work, we aim to explore the
influence of item type on browsing behavior. Given Eq. 4, we can
further define Ci(Type), which is conditioned on the item type. We
hypothesize that by accounting for heterogeneity of SERP elements,
we can derive better performance estimates.
4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHOD
The aim of this study is to investigate the potential of data-driven
metrics, and specifically, how they can account for the heterogeneity
on SERPs. We seek to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 What is the influence of position, relevance, and item types
on user browsing behavior (as described by C)?
RQ2 Which metric (given its C function) provides the most accu-
rate prediction of performance (lowest error)?
RQ3 Which metric (given its C function) provides the most accu-
rate ranking of queries (highest correlation)?
By performance, we mean how well the metrics predict the total
amount of gain (i.e., ETU), the total amount of time they spent
on the SERP (i.e., ETC), and the number of items that they exam-
ined (i.e., ED). We address these questions in the context of web
search for frequently issued (popular) queries. This is because it:
(1) represents a large proportion of search traffic that is very im-
portant to measure and improve, and (2) provides a large volume
of search traffic to robustly estimate the data-driven C functions.
While popular web queries tend to thought of as navigational [9],
the intents (and subsequent behavior) can vary substantially from
query to query [42]. For example, they can be very focused, whereby
most users tend to select the same item. Or they can be very diffuse,
whereby users tend to select a number of different items. For ex-
ample, for queries such as “facebook” and “youtube,” users would
tend to select only one URL, the corresponding homepage, i.e.,
www.facebook.com, www.youtube.com, etc. where are for queries
like “music” and “cheap flights” users tend to select from among a
number of different URLs. Given that behavior may differ between
these different query intents for popular queries, we also consider
how the query type (focused to diffuse) also influences continuation
behavior.
Data and Materials. For the purposes of this study, we created
a data set containing 915 popular web search queries issued to a
commercial search engine during October, 20171. Over the course of
twoweeks, we collected a sub-sample ofweb trafficwhich contained
approximately 16.4 million query impressions (where each of the
915 queries were submitted approximately 9,000 times per week,
on average). To focus the analysis, we restricted the sample in a
number of ways. The users were English speakers from the United
States. The sample was from desktop users, as we hypothesized
that different form factors will have different interaction costs, and
therefore potentially different C functions. We also limited the
sample to only include impressions where at least one click was
observed. This is because we wanted predict the depth to which
people went to on the SERPs – so that we could compare this against
what the metrics predict. While this could have been potentially
1Note that we randomly selected 1000 popular queries, but in our sub-sampling, 85
queries were returned less than 1000 times, and so were excluded.
Table 1: The mean and standard error values for each of the features for the four levels of query focus. Gain, Time, and Depth
values are reported relative to the overall mean for all 915 queries.⋆ ( †) indicates significance differences b/w all other groups
(or marked groups). Less focused queries (MF) tend to be longer and more distinct URLs are displayed on their SERPs.
# Impressions Query # Distinct Click Click Relative % Percentage Difference
Focus # Queries per Query Length (Chars.) URLs Shown Entropy Ratio Gain Time Depth
HF 426 14557±3431 10.37±0.25† 19.77±1.73 0.34±0.01⋆ 0.96±0.00⋆ 24.6±2.7⋆ -14.4±0.8⋆ -21.5±1.0⋆
F 229 4809±574 11.17±0.37 26.80±3.25 1.03±0.02⋆ 0.82±0.01⋆ 0.7±3.8⋆ 6.0±1.9⋆ 3.1±2.7⋆
SF 157 4145±511 11.24±0.41 27.33±2.79 1.57±0.03⋆ 0.61±0.01⋆ -32.3±3.6⋆ 14.5±2.7⋆ 19.3±4.3⋆
MF 103 2769±483 12.01±0.59† 56.16±12.3⋆ 2.58±0.11⋆ 0.40±0.01⋆ -54.2±3.3⋆ 24.2±3.9⋆ 52.5±6.6⋆
inferred from mouse/viewport information, this would have added
more uncertainty in determining the last item viewed – as such, we
leave the abandonment scenario where no clicks are observed for
future work.
For each query impression, we then extracted the main result
items shown on the SERP: “organic” web results (Web), advertise-
ments (Ad), entity cards (Entity), News, Video, and Image blocks.
All other items were categorized into “other,” including query sug-
gestions, disambiguation, stock quotes, etc. Each SERP had 12.8
result items on average. We recorded the total time spent on the
SERP, along with which items were clicked and their location (core
or right rail, and rank within the core/rail).
Query Intent and Navigational Focus. To determine how fo-
cused the navigational intents were, we employed two measures:
click entropy, which provides an indication of spread in the selected
results [42], and click ratio, which provides an indication of fo-
cus [16]. The measures were highly and significantly correlated
(r = −0.904, p < 0.001), and so we used only the click ratio measure
as it is simpler to interpret:
r (q) = maxu c(u,q)∑
u′ c(u ′,q)
(5)
where c(u,q) is the number of times a URL u was clicked for the
given query q. Intuitively, the more focused the navigational in-
tent of the query (i.e., the more the user population only wanted
one specific URL u) the higher the value (up to one, where one
indicates that all users selected the same URL u for the given q).
We partitioned the queries into different groups according to click
ratio: (HF) Highly Focused, where r (q) ≥ 0.9, (F) Focused, where
0.7 ≥ r (q) > 0.9, (SF) Somewhat Focused, where 0.5 ≥ r (q) > 0.7,
and (MF) Marginally Focused, where r (q) < 0.5. Table 1 summa-
rizes the breakdown over query focus levels.
To check that the groupings were informative, we performed sig-
nificance testing using anANOVA,with follow upmulti-comparison
tests using Tukey HSD to check whether there were differences
between groups in terms of the features reported in Table 1. Given
our breakdown, we observed significant differences across a num-
ber of aspects: the click entropy across groups ranged from 0.33
(HF) to 2.58 (MF) (F (1, 913) = 488.9,p < 0.001), the relative depth,
w.r.t. the average depth ranged from -21.5% (HF) to +52.5% (MF)
(F (1, 913) = 330.8,p < 0.001), the relative time, w.r.t. the average
time spent ranged from -14.4% (HF) to + 24.2% (MF) (F (1, 913) =
250.5,p < 0.001), and the relative gain accrued w.r.t. to the average
gain accrued ranged from +24.6% (HF) to -54.2% (MF) (F (1, 913) =
260.0,p < 0.001). These results provided confidence in our decision
to break the queries into the four levels of focus. We also hypothe-
sized that different model-based metrics would need to be tuned
specifically to accurately estimate the performance within each
group.
Relevance Labels. For each of the 915 queries, we randomly se-
lected query impressions per query, and then obtained judgments
for all the items on these SERPs. Similar to TREC and other evalua-
tion forums, judges were given the query and item/URL, and asked
to rate the relevance on a four-point scale. We used an in-house
crowd-sourcing platform; to control quality, judges were experi-
enced with this task and subject to random checks against “gold
standard” labels. We collected approximately 43,000 judgments for
12,800 unique items, and the final label was decided by majority
vote with extra judgments requested as needed to break ties. Of
all the items displayed on the pages across all 16.4 million query
impressions, 34.8% had corresponding labels - of which 7.3% of
items were labeled not relevant (NR), 57.1% marginally relevant
(MR), 12.3% relevant (R), and 23.1% highly relevant (HR). Follow-
ing convention, the remaining unlabeled items were considered
non-relevant. To attribute gain to relevance labels we used the
following conversion: HR=1.0, R=0.4, MR=0.2, NR=0.0, which was
shown to best correlate to user satisfaction [20].
Ordering of Items. Evaluation metrics require a ranking and as-
sume a top-down browsing order. However, SERPs typically are
two dimensional, and so a browsing order needs to be inferred. In
prior work, it has been shown that users examine items based on an
“F-shape pattern” (e.g., golden triangle) [10, 17] and that browsing
order correlates with clicks [31]. Azzopardi et al. [6] showed that,
on average, web users inspected two items from the core, then an
item from the right rail, and so on. They showed that this was highly
correlated with the click-through distribution. In this work, we used
the same method. Note that we also tried different orderings, but
these led to similar findings.
Cost of Items. To calculate the expected total cost (in seconds) i.e.
time spend on page, and to instantiate TBG and IFT, we needed to
estimate the average cost (in seconds) of assessing items of different
types. Following Azzopardi et al. [6], we created a linear model
to predict the time spent on the SERP. The input variables were
the number of times each item type was observed on the SERP, up
to and including the last item clicked, and the time spent on the
SERP. We used all the impressions from week one to estimate the
costs. The estimates (which have been normalized with respect to
t , the time taken to process one web result2) were as follows: Web
(1.00t), Ad (1.90t), Ad Right (0.65t), News (5.53t), Image (2.2t), Video
(4.06t), Entity (13.77t), Entity Right (0.83t) and Other (2.77t). Statis-
tical testing indicated that the estimates were significant (ANOVA
F (9, 8238513) = 3.59e + 04, p ≪ 0.0001).
Metrics. The metrics in our analysis included standard and often-
used metrics, such as AP, RR, and P@k . Since we have graded rele-
vance judgments, we used the respective graded versions [12, 29, 38].
We note that while these metrics all make unrealistic or question-
able assumptions regarding search behavior [19], we included them
because they are commonly employed baseline metrics. We further
included DCG and RBP since these two metrics have been widely
used in IR research. We also employed INST [33], TBG [41] (which
captures the same intent as the U-Measure and HBG), BPM [48]
and IFT [6], as they each attempt to model different aspects of user
browsing behavior and have shown to highly correlate with user sat-
isfaction and/or performance – but have not been directly compared
against each other. We then compared these metrics against the
data-driven metrics (DDMs) estimated based on: (a) Ci(Position)
denoted as DDM-P, (b) Ci(Relevance) denoted as DDM-R, and (c)
Ci(Type) denoted as DDM-T.
Parameters and Settings. For this work, we employ a train-and-
test methodology using two-fold cross validation. The queries were
divided into two groups (457 and 458) with approximately equal
number of queries in each of the focus levels. We then performed
a parameter sweep using the data from one group, and then un-
dertook testing using the held out query group. Below we detail
the parameters used. For P@k and DCG@k , we explored k =
1, . . . , 5, 10, 15, 20. For RBP, we used:θ = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, . . . ,
0.9. For INST, T was set to: 0.2, 0.4, . . . , 1.4, 2.0. For TBG, the half-
life (h) was set to: 0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, . . . , 4. The time
at Ci was the sum of the time associated with each of the items up
to and including i as per the estimated times for items.
Both BPM and IFT have several parameters. It was not possi-
ble to do an exhaustive sweep of all the parameters. So we first
grounded the sweep by selecting the suggested parameters reported
for navigational, web queries [6, 48], and then explored around
this space. For the BPM we used the dynamic version, since it
was shown to provide a greater correlation with user satisfaction,
T was set to: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 and K was set to: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15,
while updating parameters were set to one. This led to 28 differ-
ent combinations, i.e., T × K . For IFT, we explored the following
settings: T = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and for each T , varied b1 = b2 =
0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and A = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. The R1 and R2 param-
eters were fixed to ten, since higher values would lead to a step
function like P@k and BPM, while lower values would lead to a
flat continuation function like RBP. This resulted in sixty different
combinations i.e., T × b ×A. Note that it took over 8,000 hours of
processor time to evaluate the combinations listed above (for testing
and training). This highlights a growing problem with employing
increasingly sophisticated metrics with many parameters: training
and tuning them requires substantial computational resources.
For the data-driven metrics (DDM-P, DDM-R and DDM-T), no
parameter tuning was required - instead theCi was estimated from
2The times were normalized due to their commercial sensitivity.
the training data using Eq. 4. For DDM-R, for relevance labels
were used, such that x ∈ {HR,R,MR,NR}, and for DDM-T, item
types were used, such that: x ∈ {Ad,Web,Entity, Image,News,
Video,Other}. We also included a DDM variant based on the query
focus (DDM-F), using Ci(Focus) where: x ∈ {HF, F, SF,MF}. This
was because we further hypothesized that the focus of the query
would also impact browsing behavior.
Reproducibility. In order to promote reproducibility, we have
developed an open source framework which is publicly available at:
https://github.com/ireval/cwl and contains the code to calculate all
of the abovemetrics [7]. This enables other researchers to reproduce
similar experiments. While it is not possible to release the query
sample used in this paper due to commercial sensitivity and privacy
concerns, the core of this paper is about understanding how to
best encode user browsing behavior, and what factors influence
performance.
5 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF C FUNCTIONS
To address RQ1 above, we plotted the mean average Ci(Position),
Ci(Focus), Ci(Relevance) and Ci(Type) over all queries (see Fig-
ure 23). Below, we discuss the resultantC functions – which express
user browsing behavior as the conditional probability of continuing.
Ci(Position). In Figure 2, the top-left plot shows the continuation
behavior at each position over all queries. Clearly, most users stop
after the first result. However, approximately 20% of users continue
to position 2, and of these about 65% stop, while the remainder
continue to position 3, and so forth. Interestingly, the aggregate
C function shows that Ci increases as users go deeper, such that
by position ten the probability of continuing to the next position
flattens out to around 0.8 (i.e., 80% of users continue to the next
rank, if at position 10 or later). The shape of this C function is
similar to the C within DCG and INST [33] suggesting that these
metrics maybe a good model of aggregated continuation behavior
(which should, in turn, produce good performance estimates).
Ci(Focus). However, when we break down the query set according
to the different query focus levels, a different pattern emerges, and
the C behavior of users for the different query levels changes. The
top-right plot in Figure 2 shows that for the highly focused queries
(i.e., those where users tend to select the same result, e.g., “facebook”
→ facebook.com), a similar trend is observed in the C function
for position only (see left plot, in Fig. 2). This is because these
queries dominate the estimate since they represent almost half of
the queries in the set (426 out of 915 are highly focused). But, as
the queries become less focused and more diffuse the continua-
tion probabilities (especially early on) are higher. For example, for
focused queries (F) the probability of containing to position 2 is
around 39%, for somewhat focused queries (SF) it is 43%, while
for the marginally focused queries (MF) it is 52%. This is in stark
contrast to the highly focused queries (HF) where the probability
of continuing to position two is 15% on average. For the marginally
focused queries (MF) the probability of continuing increases from
52% up to around 80% by position ten – suggesting that for such
3The plots are up to position 10, as after position 10 we observed less than 10,000
impressions.
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Figure 2: The mean ML estimate of the conditional probability of continuing to position i + 1 given that i has been inspected
given: position Ci(Position) (top-left), focus Ci(Focus) (top-right), relevance Ci(Relevance) (bottom-left) and item types Ci(Type)
(bottom-right). The standard errors were less than 0.03 (not shown). For most factors Ci tends to increase with position. How-
ever, it is clear that focus, relevance, and items influence user browsing behavior in different ways.
queries, users are more persistent, or at least need to be more per-
sistent, in order to find enough relevant information. Clearly, these
plots show that people’s continuation behavior changes given the
query focus. This suggests that static metrics (such as P@k, DCG,
and RBP) will be unlikely to fully capture the range of behaviors
exhibited by users (unless explicitly tuned to different query types).
Ci(Relevance). In Figure 2, the bottom-left plot shows how the
relevance label associated with the item relates to continuation.
Firstly, users are more likely to stop when they encounter a highly
relevant item (regardless of position). At position one, the proba-
bility of continuing to position two given a highly relevant item is
around 10%, which is substantially lower than the aggregated C1
value (i.e., 20%). Secondly, we can see that as the relevance of items
changes from highly relevant to non-relevant, the probability of
continuing increases across positions. Intuitively, this makes sense
as for less relevant items users more likely would need to continue
to find what they need. These plots confirm that relevance also has
an impact on continuation behavior - and suggests that metrics
which take relevance into account (i.e., INST, BPM, IFT, DDM-R),
should lead to better estimates of performance.
Ci(Type). Finally, the bottom-right plot in Figure 2 shows the rela-
tionships between item types (Ad, Web, Entity cards, Image, News,
Video, and Other), position and continuation behavior. Not too
surprisingly, web results (which are the most common item type
shown) follow a similar trend to the top-left plot, where the prob-
ability of continuing increases with position. For the other item
types, we observe distinctly different patterns. For example, if an
entity card is positioned first, then the continuation probability is
very high (approximately 72%), but if positioned later on the page,
the continuation probability drops down to around 40%. This shows
that users are more likely to skip over entity cards if positioned
too early suggesting that they either prefer other items, or want
to inspect other possibilities on the SERP first. For Ads, we can
see that the probability of continuing is relatively and consistently
high (increasing to almost 100% around positions four to six). This
suggests that users tend to continue past such items mid-SERP and
that it might be better to put a different item type in their place.
For the image items, the probability of continuing when placed at
position one is much lower than these other items initially (56%)
and then increases to be on par with video and news items (around
80%). Initially the lower Ci for images suggest that they are useful
and well placed since the user’s intent was to find images. However,
when images are presented further down (perhaps to improve the
appeal and diversity of the SERP), users are more likely to continue
past them (as indicated by the higher Ci ). While for video items
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Figure 3: The resulting continuation functions for an exam-
ple set of items on a SERP given their relevance or item
type. The dashed line represents when Ci is conditioned on
relevance, while the dotted line represent when Ci is condi-
tioned on item type. Two different continuation functions
are constructed as a result, capturing different aspects of
user browsing behavior.
users, on average, are likely to continue past them about with high
probability (80%) regardless of position. Finally, for web results we
see that the probability of continuing is very low initially (around
20%) and then increases as i increases. Compared to the other items,
this suggests that there is a trade-off between the item types and
their positions on page, motivating further research into under-
standing the interactions between items on the SERP. Note that
current metrics do not explicitly consider the item type directly,
though metrics such as TBG, BPM, and IFT all consider the costs
associated with items, and so this may reflect to some extent the
influence of item type. However, it is an open question whether
this is the case, and whether information about the item type is
useful when measuring performance – we explore this next.
6 ERROR ANALYSIS
In this section, we focus on addressing our second research question,
to determine how accurately the different metrics could predict the
estimated performance. For each query, the estimated (predicted)
total gain was computed for each metric (i.e., ETU in Sec. 2), and
then this was compared to the inferred (observed) total gain. As
done byAzzopardi et al. [6], we calculated this as the sum of the gain
of the clicked items given the judgments. Table 2 reports the mean
absolute error between the predicted and observed values for: gain
i.e., expected total gain (ETU) vs. inferred, observed total gain, time
i.e., expected total time (ETC) vs. actual time spent on SERP, and
depth i.e., expected stopping depth (ED) vs. observed stopping depth
(rank of the last item clicked). The metric/parameter setting that
minimized the error in total gain was used. We report the average
parameter value over all queries (parameter value shown), and
when each query focus subset was used - where the best parameter
found for each subset of queries (e.g. HF, F, SF & MF) was used
(denoted by “-Best”, e.g., RBP-Best)4.
4For Precision, k = 1 was best for all subsets.
Table 2: The mean (and standard error) of the absolute error
for gain, time and depth over both folds. Super/subscripts
indicate which metrics (by row number) were significantly
different when using ANOVA/Tukey HSD testing.
Mean Absolute Error
Metric Gain Time Depth
1 AP 0.49±0.02 1.40±0.07 1.58±0.07
2 RR 0.29±0.011 1.21±0.06 10.74±3.17
3 P@1 0.18±0.011,2 1.28±0.07 0.65±0.031,2
4 DCG(k=2) 0.17±0.011,2 1.10±0.061 0.50±0.031,2
5 DCG-Best 0.17±0.011,2 1.15±0.061 0.50±0.031,2
6 RBP(θ=0.3) 0.15±0.011,2,8,912,13 1.08±0.06
1,3
8,9 0.47±0.03
1,2
7 RBP-Best 0.15±0.011,2,8,912,13 1.07±0.06
1,3
8,9 0.45±0.03
1,2
8 TBG(h=0.0625) 0.18±0.011,2 1.28±0.07 0.65±0.031,2
9 TBG-Best 0.17±0.011,2 1.18±0.06 0.55±0.031,2
10 INST(T=1.0) 0.19±0.011,2 1.19±0.061 0.94±0.031,2
11 INST-Best 0.19±0.011,2 1.15±0.061 0.83±0.031,2
12 BPM(T=0.8,K=2) 0.18±0.011,2 1.09±0.061 0.49±0.031,2
13 BPM-Best 0.18±0.011,2 1.15±0.061 0.54±0.031,2
14 IFT(T=0.2,A=0.02) 0.11±0.011−1316,17 1.11±0.06
1 0.41±0.031,2
15 IFT-Best 0.11±0.011−1316,17 1.10±0.06
1 0.41±0.031,2
16 DDM-P 0.16±0.011,28,11 1.12±0.06
1 0.49±0.031,2
17 DDM-F 0.15±0.011,28,11 1.06±0.06
1,3
8,9 0.48±0.03
1,2
18 DDM-R 0.12±0.011−17 1.03±0.061,38,9 0.38±0.02
1,2
19 DDM-T 0.12±0.011,17 1.02±0.051,38,9 0.32±0.02
1,2
With respect to predicting total gain, AP and RR, as expected,
were the least accurate, while the IFT, and DDM-R and DDM-
T metrics were the most accurate. An ANOVA between metrics
(F (12, 11882) = 245.79,p < 0.001) indicated a significant difference
between gain error rates - and the follow-up Tukey HSD tests re-
vealed numerous differences. In Table 2, we have denoted which
metrics were significantly better by including a superscript next
to the value. From the table, we can see that most metrics were
significantly better than AP and RR, and that RBP was significantly
better than INST and BPM. DDM-R, DDM-T were significantly bet-
ter than all other metrics, while IFT was significantly better than
all other metrics other than DDM-R and DDM-T.
In terms of total time (cost), an ANOVA also revealed differences
between metrics (F (12, 11882) = 6.99,p < 0.001) but to a much
lesser extent. Tukey HSD follow-up tests showed that AP was
generally the worst. While the DDMs tended to perform the best,
and DDM-T gave the lowest error overall, the differences were only
significant against AP, P, and TBG. Finally, in terms of depth, the
ANOVA (F (12, 11882) = 20.23,p < 0.001) reported that there were
differences – but the follow-up tests showed only that AP and RR
were significantly worse than all other metrics. However, from the
table, we can see that the DDM-T metric resulted in the lowest
mean absolute error for depth.
Taken together, these show that DDM-T tends to provide the
most accurate estimates across gain, time and depth – without
requiring relevance information, or requiring any extensive tuning.
6.1 Correlation Analysis
To answer our third research question, we also performed a correla-
tion analysis. Here we wanted to rank the queries by observed gain,
time and depth, and see how well each metric predicted the ranking
of queries. This is so we can identify which queries perform poorly
relative to other queries. If this can be done successfully, then at-
tention and resources can be directed to improve these queries.
Given the metrics employed, we calculated Pearson’s correlation
co-efficient between the rankings given by gain, time, and depth.
Table 3 reports the Pearson’s r co-efficient for each metric (along
with the 95% confidence intervals)5.
In terms of ranking by gain, we see that AP and RR are the
poorest predictors (though RR is somewhat better than AP). On the
other hand, the DDMmetrics are consistently highwith DDM-R and
DDM-T providing the highest correlations followed very closely by
IFT with r values of 0.895 to 0.9. The remaining metrics still provide
moderate to high correlations, varying between 0.825 and 0.864.
In terms of ranking by time spent, again we see the DDM metrics
and IFT provided the highest correlations, though substantially
lower (0.587–0.694), reflecting the difficulty in predicting how long
users spend on SERPs. The other metrics show at best moderate
correlations between 0.423 (for DCG) up to 0.582 (for RBP). Finally,
in terms of ranking by predicted depth, we first note that for certain
“static” metrics the expected depth is always the same, i.e., P@k = 1,
DCG@k = 2, RBP and DDM-P. This is becauseW1 is the same
regardless of query or SERP, and so the expected depth is constant
(see Eq. 3). This means there is no correlation (denoted by “-”).
For the adaptive metrics we can see varying correlations, with
AP and RR being surprisingly high, but not quite as high as the
data-driven metrics. Interestingly, TBG and INST report negative
correlations. This is because they tend to overestimate the depth
for many queries, and underestimate the depth on a small handful
(skewing the correlation to be negative). This shows that despite
predicting gain quite well they were poor at predicting the depth.
To test whether the metric(s) with the highest correlation for
gain (DDM-R, DDM-T), time (DDM-F) and depth (DDM-T) were
significantly better than the other metrics, we performed Pearson
and Filon’s co-correlations test. We used the dependent groups
comparison as the samples were both correlated against the ac-
tual values, and used p < 0.05 [15]. We found that for the gain
correlations, both DDM-R and DDM-T were significantly better
than all other metrics (denoted by the superscripts). For the time
correlations, DDM-F was significantly better than all other metrics,
except AP. For depth, DDM-T was significantly better than all other
metrics except AP.
These results show that while some metrics correlate highly
in terms of gain, they may be less accurate with respect to time
and depth – which are other important factors which influence
satisfaction [24, 25]. These findings taken together with the findings
from the error analysis suggest the data-drivenmetrics, in particular
DDM-R and DDM-T, do consistently well across gain, time, and
depth prediction/correlations.
5Statistical testing revealed that all correlations were significantly different from zero,
except for P, RR, RBP, INST, and TBG on depth.
Table 3: Pearson’s correlation coefficients (and confidence
intervals) for each metric when ranking by Gain, Time, or
Depth. Significance is denoted by super/subscripts.
Correlations
Metric Gain Time Depth
1 AP 0.39±0.05 0.55±0.05 0.66±0.04
2 RR 0.67±0.04 0.49±0.05 0.07±0.06
3 P@k = 1 0.82±0.02 0.58±0.04 -
4 DCG@k = 2 0.86±0.02 0.42±0.05 -
5 DCG-Best 0.78±0.03 0.64±0.04 0.46±0.05
6 RBP(θ = 0.3) 0.86±0.02 0.56±0.04 -
7 RBP-Best 0.86±0.02 0.59±0.04 0.32±0.06
8 TBG(h=0.0625) 0.82±0.02 0.58±0.04 -0.52±0.05
9 TBG-Best 0.81±0.02 0.49±0.05 0.25±0.06
10 INST(T=1.0) 0.84±0.02 0.33±0.06 -0.46±0.05
11 INST-Best 0.83±0.02 0.39±0.05 -0.33±0.06
12 BPM(T=0.8,K=2.0) 0.83±0.02 0.49±0.05 0.28±0.06
13 BPM-Best 0.82±0.02 0.38±0.06 0.10±0.06
14 IFT(T=0.2,A=0.05) 0.89±0.01 0.61±0.04 0.54±0.05
15 IFT-Best 0.89±0.01 0.60±0.04 0.52±0.05
16 DDM-P 0.85±0.02 0.59±0.04 -
17 DDM-F 0.83±0.02 0.69±0.032−1618 0.54±0.05
18 DDM-R 0.90±0.011−17 0.59±0.04 0.52±0.05
19 DDM-T 0.90±0.011−17 0.60±0.04 0.69±0.032−18
7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Traditionally, metrics have been model-based – making various
assumptions about user browsing behavior encapsulated as rules
or a function. In this paper, we proposed a data-driven approach to
building the continuation functions that underlie metrics. While
DDMs require a representative sample of user behavior data to be
estimated, they require little or no parameter tuning, and make
no assumptions regarding user behavior, a priori. To determine
whether data-driven metrics can improve the accuracy of estimated
performance, we performed a large-scale analysis in the context
of web search for popular queries. Our results suggest that DDMs
can provide some of the most accurate estimates of gain, time, and
depth. On the other hand, the model-based metrics could, when
tuned extensively, provide comparable estimates (IFT was the best
model-based metric, but has six parameters). While model-based
metrics provide a mechanism to simulate a variety of different
possible user browsing behaviors – and thus let one explore how
performance would vary under different user browsing models –
data-drivenmetrics let us evaluate with the observed user behaviors
and brings us a step closer to bridging the divide between online
and offline metrics for evaluation [21].
As SERPs have become increasingly complex, composed of a
variety of heterogeneous items, they have created new evaluation
challenges [8]. In this work, we have explored the influence of item
type on people’s continuation behavior (and compared this to other
features, e.g., position, query focus, and relevance). This led to new
insights regarding user’s browsing behavior. For example, we have
shown that presenting highly relevant items decreases the probabil-
ity of continuing, but for highly focused queries this probability is
much lower. Intuitively, this make sense – if a user finds the highly
relevant item then they will click and leave. Conversely, other types
of items result in different behaviors; most obviously, when adverts
are presented there is a greater probability of continuing. Video
items have a high but similar probability of continuing regardless
of position, whereas for entities it decreases over position, and for
web results and images the probability of continuing increases with
position. These findings also suggest that there is an interaction
between the type of items, their position in the SERP, and user
behavior – which needs to be considered if results are to be ordered
optimally [18]. While newer metrics that factor in the cost of items
may implicitly cater for different types [6, 32, 39, 41], they also
hide the influence that specific item types are having on behavior.
Thus, they tend to be not only less accurate (unless extensively
tuned), but also less informative for designers. In contrast, when
item type information was used, DDM-T was much more accurate
overall, providing very low (if not lowest) errors when predicting
gain, time, and depth, while consistently providing very high cor-
relations when ranking by gain, time, and depth. A key benefit of
DDM-T is that no relevance information is required a priori to esti-
mate the C function, which means cost and depth estimates can be
obtained for pages lacking relevance judgments. Furthermore, these
findings suggest that item types should be explicitly considered,
especially if we are interested in measuring performance given
the whole SERP (not just a subset/list of homogeneous items on
the SERP). Given that relevance and query type also provided very
good predictions of performance, it also suggests building estimates
of the continuation probabilities given these dependencies.
With the present study, there are a number of limitations and
issues that need to be considered when using/applying data-driven
metrics. Firstly, our analysis has only been performed in a particular
context (web search with popular queries) on a specific interface.
Thus, it is an open question how well these continuation functions
generalize to other domains. It is likely that interfaces with different
items, layouts, etc. which are used for different tasks will result
in different browsing behaviors. However, the proposed approach
is designed such that a representative sample of user behavior is
required to build a metric that is specific to the interface/task/etc.
This brings up the next issue, which is, how much data is required
to estimate the C function reliably and how representative does
the sample need to be to produce robust estimates of performance?
And, what types of smoothing functions many be applicable here
in order to apply the method to less data rich contexts? Another
limitation of this work is that our sample only contained SERPs
where at least one click was associated with the query impression.
Thus, it is an open question as to how these metrics can be applied
more generally, and whether they can be used to also measure when
there is good and bad abandonment? This might require a reformu-
lation of the C/W/L framework, or require techniques to infer the
gain from other signals (i.e., depth and time). Another interesting
issue that arises from this work, which is more philosophical, and
is regarding the nature of a metric – should they be data-driven
(based directly on user behavior) or model-driven (based on some
model of user behavior, whether that is hypothesized or inspired
from observation)? On one hand, data-driven metrics provide an
indication of the performance based on how people have behaved
with the system. On the other hand, with model-driven metrics
it is possible to explore how performance would vary given the
different parameters that encode different ways in which the user
can browse through results. So if we want to evaluate how good
performance is if the user were to behave like the model suggests
then model-driven metrics provide an appropriate mechanism – but
if we want to evaluate how good performance is with the current
user behavior then data-driven metrics may be more appropriate.
However, we have only compared these metrics with respect to how
well they predict observables and it would be interesting to explore
whether the different metrics fair better across other properties
(e.g., robustness, fidelity, correlation with satisfaction, etc.). These
limitations motivate several lines of further research:
• estimating continuation probabilities from data using more
sophisticated estimators and smoothing functions;
• approximating a functional form given the different factors to
create groundedmodel-basedmetrics when data is not available,
which generalize to other scenarios;
• examining other factors that may influence browsing behav-
iors such as layouts and devices (e.g., grids, regions, mobile,
etc. [30, 32, 45]), other query types (e.g. torso, tail, informa-
tional, etc. [9]), and within different search tasks (e.g., novelty,
diversity, sessions, etc. [2, 3, 14, 27, 46]);
• exploring a variety of other search contexts and scenarios in
which heterogeneous search results and recommendations are
dispatched (e.g., products, news, etc.);
• extending the C/W/L framework to include click behavior, as
the current model (shown in Fig. 1) implicitly assumes that
users consume each item that they visit (i.e., clicks and read)
and so this would bring offline evaluation closer to online;
• further extending the C/W/L framework to include measure-
ments when there are no clicks observed i.e., good/bad aban-
donment [36] (which may be inferred based on the difference
in expected gain, cost and depth, from pages with clicks and
without clicks), and;
• evaluating the metrics with different methods to determine
whether more accurate estimates of gain and cost lead to higher
correlations with user search satisfaction [1, 20].
In summary, we explored how well data-driven metrics can esti-
mate the continuation functions given position, query focus, rele-
vance, and item type for web search. We evaluated how well DDMs
compared to existing metrics in terms of how accurately they can
infer the gain users accrue, how long they will spend, and how
many items they examine on the SERP. Our findings showed that
the DDMmetrics based on relevance and items resulted in the most
consistent and most accurate predictions and correlations. A key
benefit of DDMs is that they directly link how we are modeling user
behavior with how we are measuring it – providing deeper insights
into how people interact with the different interfaces, layouts, and
page compositions, rather than making assumptions about how we
expect or believe they will behave. This invariably leads to met-
rics that can more accurately evaluate the whole page. As a result,
this study has opened up numerous directions and challenges in
designing and developing future metrics and their analysis.
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